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Let CL,, be the least cardinality of a crowded countably compact Hausdorff separable space, 
CL,, the least cardinality of a crowded sequentially compact Hausdorff separable space, and pLn. 
the least cardinality of a Hausdorff countably compact space that is not sequentially compact. 
(Our spaces are not regular, of course.) 
For any of the p’s above each of w, = p <c, w, < p <c, and w, < p = c is consistent. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54A35, 54A25 
Introduction 
It is well known that a countably compact regular space which is not sequentially 
compact or which is crowded ( = is without isolated points) has cardinality at least 
c (=2”), and that this is best possible. 
In this paper we investigate the minimal cardinality, p say, of members of various 
classes of countably compact Hausdorff spaces that are not necessarily regular. In 
all cases considered w, s p s c, so p is known under CH. On would like to know 
p also under 1CH by proving p equal to some purely set theoretically defined 
cardinal. We can do this only in one case, and find p = w,. In other cases we can 
prove that each of w, = Al. < c and w, < p < c and w, < p = c is consistent. Our results 
use purely set theoretically defined cardinals a, p and 5. 
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1. Conventions 
For a set X we let [Xlxw denote the collection of finite subsets, and let [Xlw 
denote the collection of countably infinite subsets. 
We call a space crowded if it has no isolated points. If A is an infinite subset of 
a space X and x E X we call x a limit of A if every neighborhood of x meets A\(x) 
and we say that A converges to x if A\U is finite for each neighborhood U of x. 
So X is sequentially compact if every infinite subset of X has an infinite subset 
that converges to some point. 
For undefined notions and for facts that are used without mention, the reader is 
referred to [4]. 
2. Crowded countably compact spaces 
It is well known that 
c = min{JXI: X is a crowded countably compact regular space} 
= min{]X(: X is a crowded sequentially compact regular space}. 
The following result shows one can not weaken ‘regular’ to ‘Hausdorff’ except under 
CH. 
2.1. Theorem. w, = min{]X]: X is a crowded sequentially compact Hausdor-space}. 
Proof. Since a countably compact countable Hausdorff space is compact, hence 
regular, it suffices to construct a crowded sequentially compact Hausdorff space of 
size 0,. 
Recall that there is a crowded regular space of size CO, which is a P-space, i.e. 
which has the property that each G,-subset is open, for example the subspace 
{fE w’2: ]f-‘{l>\ < w} of W12, with “12 having as a base the collection of all G,-subsets 
of the ordinary product topology on “12. 
Let fl denote w, with the order topology. Let P be a crowded regular P-space 
whose underlying set is the set of isolated points of R. Let X be the space with 
underlying set o, whose topology is 
{U~w,:UisopeninOand UnPisopeninP}. 
Clearly X is sequentially compact since 0 is, and clearly X is crowded since P is 
a dense crowded subspace. 
To see X is Hausdorff consider any x f- y E X. There are disjoint countable open 
U, VE 0 with x E U and y E V. As P is a P-space the disjoint countable subsets 
U n P and Vn P of P are closed. As P is regular, it follows that there are disjoint 
openA,B&Pwith UnPcAand VnPcB.Then UuAand VuBaredisjoint 
open sets in X containing x and y respectively. 0 
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3. Separable countably compact spaces 
In Section 2 we mentioned that 
c = min{lXI: X is a crowded countably compact regular space} 
= min{lXl: X is a crowded sequentially compact regular space}. 
These equalities continue to hold if one replaces ‘space’ by ‘separable space’ since 
there is a crowded sequentially compct regular separable space of cardinality c, e.g. 
[0, 11. We here show that in Theorem 2.1, i.e. 
w1 = min{lXI: X is a crowded countably compact Hausdorff space} 
= min{lXI: X is a crowded sequentially compact Hausdorff space} 
one can not replace ‘space’ by ‘separable space’. So let us define 
pL,, = min{lXI: X . 1s a crowded countably compact Hausdorff 
separable space} 
psc = min{lX/: X is a crowded sequentially compact 
Hausdorff separable space}. 
Clearly w, c pu,, Q p,, < c. We begin with showing that w, d pL,, = psc = c is consistent. 
The cardinal p is defined by 
p=min{lslPi:~~c(w)andV~~~[l~I~l<O~)n~I=W]andthereis 
no infinite I s w such that tlA E sP[IZ\AJ < co]}. 
Then w,spcc, cf. [2,3.1]. By a theorem of Bell, [l, 1.21 (cf. also [6,5.16]), 
p = min{rc: there are a a-centered poset P and a collection 9 of K dense 
subsets of P’ such that no filter on P meets all members of 9}. 
3.1. Theorem. pu,, 2 p. 
Proof. Let X be a crowded separable Hausdorff space with 1x1 <p. We show X is 
not countably compact by finding an infinite closed discrete set AS X. Assume w 
is a dense subset of X. Define a poset IP = (P, s) by 
P = {(s, U): s E [o]‘w and U is open in X and ii # X}; 
(s, U)<(r, V) iff szt and Uz V and (s\t)n V=0. 
Then $ is a-centered since for each t E [w]<~ and k E w the set 
{(~,U)~lP:s=tandk@~} 
is centered. For a suitable filter G on P we will let 
A=U{s: 3U((s, U)E G)}. 
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To make A infinite we let G intersect 
Dn={(s, U)EPJ:lslzn} 
for n E w, and to make A closed discrete we let G intersect 
E,={(s, U)ElFXE U} 
for all x E X. Since each D, and each E, is dense in P, as one easily checks, the 
existence of G as required follows from Bell’s Theorem. 0 
Let t(X) denote the tightness of a space X. 
3.2. Corollary. If X is a countably compact 
then 1x12 p. 
crowded Hausdorff space with t(X) = w 
Proof. Recall that t(X) = w means that for all A E X and x E A there is an at most 
countable C E A with x E c. One easily checks that an infinite crowded space X 
with t(X) = w has a countable crowded subspace Y. Then 1x12 I Flz pees p. 0 
We next show that both w, = pee = p,, < c and w, < pu,, = p,, < c are consistent. A 
family Op C_ [w]” is called almost disjoint if VA # B E I;P[JA n B( < CO], and is called 
mad if it is maxima1 (with respect to inclusion) in the poset of almost disjoint 
subfamilies of [w]“. One defines 
a = min{ld(: ti is infinite and mad}. 
Then w,spsa SC, cf. [2,3.1], and both w,=p=a<c and o*=p=a<c are con- 
sistent, cf. [2,5.1]. It now follows from Theorem 3.1 and our next result that both 
ml= Pee = psc < c and o, < pee = psc < c are consistent. 
3.3. Theorem. Zf a < w, then there is a separable crowded sequentially compact 
Hausdor- space of cardinality a, 
Proof. Let & be mad with (&I= a. Enumerate & in a one-to-one way as (A, : 5 E a). 
By [3] there is, for each K Co,,,, a locally countable countably compact regular 
space of cardinality K; obviously such a space is sequentially compact. So, assuming 
a< w,, let L be a locally countable sequentially compact Hausdorff space with 
underlying set [o, a). Let X be a carrying as topology 
{U c a: U n L is open in L and V&E U(A,\ U is finite)}. 
To see X is sequentially compact consider any infinite I c_ X. If I n [w, a) = I n L 
is infinite, some infinite subset of I converges to a point of L since L is sequentially 
compact, so we may assume I n w is infinite. Since d = {A, : 5 E a} is mad there is 
5 E a such that I n o n A, = I n A, converges to 5. 
A. 
To see X is Hausdorff consider any two distinct x, y E X. Since L is Hausdorff 
and locally countable there are disjoint, at most countable subsets U, and V, of X 
such that 
(1) XE U,,, and YE V,,, and UonL and V,nL are open in L, and ]UOnwlsl 
and ]V,nwl~l. 
Let Q well-order W = w u U, u V, in type w, and for t E W define 
F, = A, n ({x, yl u (U {A, : s E Wand s 4 t})). 
It should be clear that 
(2) VIE W[F,isfinite]andVt~ WIUOn(A,\F,)=@=V,n(A,\F,)],andVs#t~ 
W[(A,\F,) n (A,\F,) = 01. 
Now define sequences (U, : n E w) and (V, : n E w) of subsets of W as follows: U, 
and V, are known already. For n E w, if U,, and V, are known, let 
U “+I = U,u(U{A,\F,: so &I), Vn+,= V,u(U{A,\F,: so V,}). 
Since U,,,, and V,,,, are obtained from U,, and V, by adding subsets of w it is easy 
to see from (2) that Vn E w[ CJ,, n V,, =0]. Hence U = U,,, U, and V= U,,, V,, 
are disjoint. Clearly x E U and y E V Also, U is open since U n L = U, and Vs E 
U[(A,\ F,) s U], and V is open by symmetry. 0 
This completes the proof of the following theorem. 
3.4. Theorem. Each of o, = pee = psc < c, w, < p,, = p,, c c, and o, < pCC = pSC = c is 
consistent. 
The obvious questions this leaves are the following: 
3.5. Questions. (a) Is p,, = p? Is psc = a? 
(b) Is it consistent that pu,, < psc ? 
Note that yes to (a) implies yes to (b). 
4. Countably compact spaces that are not sequentially compact 
It is well known that 
c = min{lXI: X is a regular countably compact space that is not sequentialy 
compact}, 
cf. [2,6.8]. We now investigate 
pns = min{lXI: X is a Hausdorff countably compact space that is not 
sequentially compact}. 
Clearly w, G pns < c. 
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Zhou has proved that each of or < pns = c and w, = p,, < c is consistent, [7]. We 
give new proofs of these facts and also show that CO, < p,, < c is consistent. 
A subfamily 9’ of [WI”’ is called splitting if 
VAE[~]“~SEY[IA~SI=IA\SI=~]. 
The cardinal s is defined by 
5 = min{lYI: Y is a splitting family in [w]~}. 
A simple argument shows w, s B s c, and ~1 3 p, hence under MA, 5 = c, cf. [2,3.1]. 
4.1. Theorem. pns 2 5. 
Proof. Let X be a countably compact Hausdorff space that is not sequentially 
compact. Then we may assume w is a subset of X satisfying 
(1) VA E [w]“[A has at least 2 limit points in X]. 
Since 1X1*= 1x1 and X is Hausdorff there is a collection 3 with 193 s 1x1 such that 
(2) 93 consists of open sets and Vx # y E X3B E %[x E B and y & B]. 
We claim Y = {B n w: B E 93} n [co]” is splitting. To see this consider any infinite 
A E w. By (1) A has limit points x, y with x # y. By (2) there is BE 93 with x E B 
and y E X\B. As both B and X\B are open, both An B and A\l? are infinite. 
Hence IA n BI = IA\BI = w. 0 
4.2. Remark. For any Hausdorff space X define w2( X) to be the minimum cardinal- 
ity of a family 93 satisfying (2) above. The proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that if X 
is a countably compact Hausdorff space that is not sequentially compact then 
w*(X) 2 5, and is the same as an argument in [2,6.1] that shows w(X) 2 5. This 
inequality is best possible since there even is a compact Hausdorff space X with 
w(X) = 5 that is not sequentially compact, cf. [2,6.1]. 0 
4.3. Corollary. MA implies pns = c. 
This was proved by Zhou [7] via a detour through /3w\w. 
We do not know whether or not wns- - 5, nor if there is some other cardinal K 
which, like 5, has a purely set theoretic definition, such that pns= K. 
We just showed w, < P,,~ = c is consistent; we now show that each of w1 = P,,~ < c 
and w, < pL,, < c is consistent. 
4.4. Theorem. Each of w1 = pns < c and w, < pns < c is consistent. 
Proof. 
The plan. We construct, in the ground model M, a base 93 for some separable 
crowded Hausdorff topology on K = c M such that if N is an extension of M obtained 
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by forcing with a ccc poset P E M with (IPI < K)~, then, in N, every infinite subset 
of K has at least two limit points in the topology on K that has %I as a base; note 
that this topology trivially is separable, crowded, and Hausdorff. 
Then we force c> K and MA restricted to posets of cardinality <K. But MA 
restricted to posets of cardinality <K implies p 2 K. Since B z p, [2,3.1], we have 
that in this model ~,,~a K. Then we show that K with the topology having 3 as a 
base remains separable, crowded, Hausdorff, countably compact, and not sequen- 
tially compact, hence pL,s s K in this model. This shows that each of o, = pns < c 
and w1 < pns <c is consistent. 
The construction. Assume that in M, c = K, A is a regular cardinal >K, 2<” = A, 
and MA holds, so 2’” = K. 
All of the following takes place inside M unless specified otherwise. 
For each ccc poset $ of cardinality <K there are K many canonical names for 
countable subsets of K. (A canonical P-name for a countable subset of K is a name 
of the form U {{a,,} x A,, : n E w A a, E K}, where each A, is an antichain in P.) 
(&men [4] uses ‘nice’ for ‘canonical’.) There are alS0 K many ccc posets of 
cardinality <K. Hence we can enumerate 
{(P, p, (Y, T): P is a ccc poset of cardinality <K, and p E P, and (Y E [w, K), 
and 7 is a canonical P-name for a countable subset of a, and p IKP “I T] = G”} 
as ((p,, Pn, a?, G-?): n E [w, K)) in such a way that Vn E [w, ~)[a~ G 71. From now 
on we drop the subscript and write p,, It “. . .” instead of p, IkPV “. . .“. With recursion 
On 77 E [W, K) We Will COnStrUct ?&, & g( 7) SatiSfying: 
(1) g3, is a base of cardinality i K for some Hausdorff topology on 7; 
(2) VBE ?Zi3, [Bn w is infinite]; 
(3) V5E rw, r1)[%3,G Bql; 
(4) V~E[W,~~)V(BE~~[~EB~~~I~“T~~B is infinite”]; 
(5) 3B E a,+,[ n E B A pa IF LL77\B is infinite”]. 
(Warning: Unlike in recursive constructions of Ostaszewski type [3], we do not say 
that if 5~ n then 5 with the topology generated by %13, is an open subspace of n 
with the topology generated by a,.) 
Then a=U{.CB3,: qE[ o, K)} is our desired base for K : it is indeed a base by (1) 
and (3), and generates a Hausdorff topology by (l), and generates a crowded 
separable topology by (2). Also, if N is obtained from M by forcing with some ccc 
poset P of cardinality <K, then, in N, every countable infinite subset of K has at 
least one limit point because of (4), hence it has at least two limit points because 
of (5>-in the topology generated by %I in N. 
There is no difficulty getting a3,, since there is a countable crowded Hausdorff 
space. Also, if y E (0, K) is a limit ordinal we simply let CZ13, = U (8, : 77 E [w, y)}, 
and one easily checks (l)-(4) for CZ&. 
Now let y E [w, K). Assuming LB3, known we will construct B,,,, . To do this we 
construct a 011 G 9(y) satisfying: 
(i) % is pairwise disjoint and infinite, and U 011= y; 
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(ii) VBE W,VUE %[Bn Unw is infinite]; 
(iii) VBE (93,,u{[O, 71)) Vn E (B\u) VUE O1l[pr,lt“r, n in 0 is infinite”]. 
From such % define 93,,+, by 
633 ~+,=93,,u{BnU:B~93~~U~011}u{(y+1)\9:~~~and9finite}. 
The reader should have no difficulty verifying (1) through (4) for 77 = y + 1. Also, 
since (iii) is stronger than we really need (because that is easier to build in), we 
have more than (5) for y + 1, namely 
VT E [w, y]3B~ !3,,+,[~ E B andp,lt’Lr,,\8 is infinite”]. 
To construct % we use MA. Let Q = (Q, s) be defined by 
Q={u: u is a function w+[y]‘” such that 
Vk#nEw[u(k)nu(n)=O] and Uktw u(k) is finite}; 
us v iff VkE w[u(k) 2 v(k)]. 
We first check that Q is ccc. Let {u oL : a E w,} be an uncountable subset of Q. By 
thinning out we can assume that there is a finite S g w such that Va E w, Vk E 
w\S[u,(k) = 01. Using the A-system lemma we can assume that for every kg S the 
set {u,(k): (Y E wl} forms a A-system. But then by a simple argument we can pick 
(Y#/?EW, such that for every k#nES, u,(k)nup(n)=O. Hence {u,: (YEW,} is 
not an antichain so Q is ccc. 
Now we define some dense sets in Q. 
For 77 E y, let K, = {u E Q: n E Uktw u(k)}. 
For BE913, and k,nEw,let 
L B,k,n={~~Q: IBnu(k)lan}. 
And finally, for k, n E w, B E 9Z13, u {[0, y]}, 77 E B\w, and q E P’,, with q 5 p,,, define 
M R,kn,rl,q={~~Q: 3rE$.(r~qr\rl~l(7,nSnir(k)l>li)}. 
Note that K,‘s are trivially dense and L B,k,n’~ are dense because of (2). Also each 
M B,k,n,r),q is dense since ps IF “T,, n B infinite”; for B E 9f13, this is true by induction, 
and for B = [0, y] this is true since 7; is a canonical name for a countable subset 
of Q~ c n c y and p7 IF “IT,, = &“. Note that there are <K many K’s and since 
].?&I < K there are <K many L’s Also, since )P~I< K there are <K many M’s. 
So let G be a filter on Q that intersects each of these <K K’s, L’s and M’s. Then 
021= {l._J {g(n): g E G}: n E W} is as required, because the order on Q causes % to be 
pairwise disjoint, the K’s take care of I_! 3 = y, the L’s take care of (ii) and the 
M’s take care of (iii). 
This finishes our construction of 93. 
At this point we need the following simple fact. 
4.5. Lemma. Let ((Q, : a S A), (&, Sa, I,): (Y < A) be a jinite support iteration of ccc 
posets such that Va < A(& < K). Assume that G is Q = Qe,-generic over M and that 
x E M[ G] is a countable (in M[ G]) subset of K. Then there is, in M, a poset P c C Q 
such that x E M[P n G] and (ItPI < K)“. 
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